Software.
APPLICATIONS.
SERVICES.
WORLDWIDE.
THE SLA Connector.
Your secure connection to
Industry 4.0
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With the SLA Connector a long-cherished wish of you
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becomes reality: Once installed, the program lets all your
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machines, robotics environments and databases speak
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the same language. And that‘s not all: The SLA Connector
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connects all production components to your ERP, regardless
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of which software you use. The SLA Connector automati-
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cally updates your devices, without any action on your part.
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Industry 4.0 is as simple as that!
ERP-systems
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Do you have questions about the SLA Connector?

Give us a call : +49 (0) 5431 9480-0

BERLIN
Keithstraße 14
10787 Berlin
Germany

OSNABRÜCK
Dinglingsweg 1a
49565 Bramsche
Germany
+49 (0) 5431 9480-0
ASIA
47/8 Moo 5, Srinakarin Rd,
Bangmueang, Mueang Samutprakan,
Samutprakan, 10270 Thailand

+49 (0) 30 20837653

+66 (0) 2753 779-4/-5/-6

+49 (0) 5431 9480-11

info@sla.de

www.SLA.de

We’re taking
your production
closer to complete
digitalization.

More digital means:
more economical,
more efficient, more secure.
SLA exists because food production companies want a companion who leads them safely into the digital future. And because
they want to take a good step forward in terms of efficiency,
economy, food safety and production quality. As your IT partner,
we take a close look at your production and logistics processes
in order to finally optimize them with digital support. As individually as possible. With the integration of machines, robotics,
RFID, mobile apps and other software and hardware solutions
developed in-house for topics such as Smart Production and

One of our most important services:
Ask questions.

Overall Equipment Effectiveness.

The more precisely a production and logistics environment is

What you can expect from the
digitalization partner
at your side.

adapted to your individual situation, the more economical and

we prepare ourselves in many small steps: always very close

We find the IT solution that suits you.
Promised.

Hardware products made for a
robust working environment.

to your needs.

Your company is not like all other companies - why should you

Our industrial computers, smart boxes and other peripherals

choose software like all others? SLA develops tailor-made IT

are extremely intelligent, but also real workhorses. So that their

solutions for you and also uses finished products developed in-

valuable inner life is not damaged in working environments,

house. It couldn‘t be more individual and economical.

all housings are shockproof, scratchproof and absolutely

There is no easy way to digitalization.
But a simpler one.
Don‘t be afraid of big changes: With SLA at your side, the step to
digitalized production is easier. Because we develop a software
environment that adapts to you - not the other way around. Because we are there for you 24 hours - every day. And because

efficient it will be. This is why we carry out an in-depth analysis
of your wishes and requirements in the run-up to our planning.
For us, good advice means above all: listening well.

waterproof. So the hardware takes on every situation in your
Always as big or small as you need us to be.
Whether you want to have a complete Smart Factory planned and
set up ready for production - or whether you just want an intelligent partial solution that connects your shopfloor with the topfloor: We are with all our know-how and with all our hearts there
for you.

company.
Our software products: Programmed for success.
In addition to our unique SLA Connector and the apps, web
platforms, RFID solutions, warehouse management systems,
device managers, SAP and ERP solutions developed by us, we
convince with know-how and years of experience in the food
industry. And above all, by promising that our solutions will
make you more successful.

